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The Future (3) 
Preparing a Curriculum Vitae (CV) 

 

LEVEL  Advanced / Recent graduate 

AIMS (Aspect of 
Pestalozzi)  

To prepare in a practical and relevant way 
for the future 

FURTHER AIMS ⮚ To practise writing information 
concisely, in a summarised form 

⮚ To learn how to write a CV 

MATERIALS NEEDED Access to computers and a printer 

 
The teacher goes through the following points with the students or recent 

graduates, writing each point on the blackboard: 

● Other names for a CV are ‘Biodata’ and ‘Résumé’ 
● A CV is a document designed to inform someone, usually a potential 

employer, of the key facts about you 

● It should be kept very short, at this stage in your lives it should be 
no more than one side of A4 in length 

● Information given should be clearly labelled in a uniform way (for 
example headings in bold or underlined, using the same size font 

and positioned in the same way throughout) and concise 

● Consider who the CV is for and tailor the information accordingly 
(for example, focus on certain interests or voluntary activities which 

may be of relevance to the particular job or course you are applying 
for) 

● Your CV may need to be re-written for each different application but 

it is very useful to keep a copy, which can be easily adapted  

● Call your Information  ‘Curriculum Vitae or Biodata or Résumé of 
[Your name]’ 

● Information and headings to include: Objective (Your reason for 
writing and sending your CV to a particular organisation); Title (Mr. 
Mrs. or Miss etc.); Surname; Name; Address; Date of Birth; 

Gender; Education (including dates, qualifications and names and 
addresses of your schools); Work and Voluntary Work Experience 

(including dates, a very brief description of work involved, name and 
address of workplace); Extra-Curricular Activities and Interests 
(For example, Environment Club, Choir, Sketching; Referees It is 

normal to have two referees; one being your most recent employer or 
tutor / school teacher who can comment on your skills and 
employability and the other being someone who can comment on 

your character.  Your referees should be in recognised jobs and be 
as senior in their work as possible.  Always make sure that you have 

asked permission of your referees before you include their names 
and contact details in your CV  
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The teacher asks each student to prepare a draft CV, checks it and makes 
any appropriate recommendations.  The students then type the CV on a 

computer and print it. 
 

Pestalozzi taught that education should be useful, and relevant to the future 
needs of the students. 

 

 


